Archives
Our newspaper collection on microfilm is the largest available in the county and covers
a wide spectrum of Irish social history over a period of three centuries. We also have
large photographic collections, documents of historical significance and trade directories
available. All our content is available on microfilm or word searchable DVD’s.

NATIONAL DAILY PAPERS*

Irish Independent 		
Evening Herald
Irish Farmer’s Journal		
Sunday Independent
Sunday Tribune			
Irish Press			
Belfast Newsletter		

1893 - Current date
1891 - Current date
1957 - Current date
1906 - Current date
2004 - Current date
1930 - 995
1738 -1925

Ireland’s Leading Web Archiving,
Digital and Microfilming Specialists

REGIONAL WEEKLY PAPERS*
This is just a snap shot of our regional newspaper collections, we have an extensive list
of over fifty regionals available.

Connacht Tribune
Donegal Democrat
Dundalk Democrat
Limerick Leader
The People
Western People

Galway
Donegal
Louth
Limerick
Wexford
Mayo

1700’s to Present Day

1909 - Current year
1919 - 1987
1859 - Current year
1905 - 1998
1990 - 2001
1889 - Current year

OUT OF PRINT PAPERS*
This is just a snap shot of our out-of-print newspaper collections, we have an extensive
list of available.

The Freeman’s Journal		
The Nation			
The Evening Telegraph		
The Daily Independent
Finns Leinster Journal 		
Kerry People 			
Irish Penny Journal		

1763 - 1924
1842 - 1897
1916 - 1919
1888 - 1904
1767 - 1828
1925 - 1928
1840 - 1841

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Documents Of Historical Interest
Irish Language Titles Such As Inniu
Trade Directories
Photographic Collections
& Much More.
All current titles are available on standing order basis. We offer generous discounts
for large run orders.
*We have many more titles from our archive and can source many more newspapers
if required.

Unit O2, S.K.E.C.
Furze rd.
Sandyford Ind Est
Dublin 18
Phone:
+353 1 294 2173
Fax:
+353 1 295 2173
Email: micromedia@eircom.net
www.nationalmicromedia.com
info@nationalmicromedia.com
sales@nationalmicromedia.com

Digital Preservation &
Website Development

About Us
National Micro Media Ltd. is the country’s longest established document management company. For over 40 years we have been responsible for the preservation and archive management of many of the
nation’s leading national, regional and out-of-date titles and other
documents of historical interest. We have kept ourselves to the fore
through our innovative approach and investment in technology.
We offer the full range of microfilming and digitisation services right
from digital imaging to archive website development.

At NML we are proud to announce our latest innovation. We can now offer all libraries
in Ireland the opportunity to digitise their holdings, either from hardcopy or microfilm
and display this content on purpose built and fully managed websites. This will unlock
your libraries valuable content, preserve the integrity of your original holdings and
deliver access to all your members, in a future proof XML based digital format. Access can
be controlled, to restrict access in-house right up to complete open internet access.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

OCR
National Micro Media is the only company in Ireland able to provide hybrid solutions.
We can scan and convert hard copy material and microfilmed records to digital, and
OCR these documents rendering them fully word searchable. Furthermore we can
produce high quality microfilm directly from these digitised images at a fraction of
the cost.

THE MOST ADVANCED OCR IN THE WORLD BROADENS YOUR
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT CAPABILITIES
If a web based solution is not for your library or institution, we can digitise your
microfilm and hardcopy and render them fully word searchable on self loading DVD’s
or hard drives which will operate on all PC’s. This will offer the same functionality as
the purpose built web application at a greatly reduced cost.

PRESERVATION OF NEWSPAPER
TITLES THROUGH MICROFILMING
Newspapers are amongst the most valuable
resources available in libraries of all sizes. They
provide invaluable reference material for those
with an interest in Irish studies and genealogical
research. Despite recent developments in digitisation
technology, microfilm is still recognised as the
international benchmark method of ensuring their
long-term preservation as film has a life span of
500 years!

HYBRID SOLUTION: DIGITISATION
OF FILM & SCANNING HARDCOPY
At NML we have the country’s most advanced
digitisation equipment available to ensure we
capture the best possible image from your microfilm
archives. We also offer full colour scanning of
hardcopy material. These scanners have been
designed with advanced cradle systems to ensure
there is no damage to older material during this
process. We offer excellent incentives for dual microfilm and digitisation processes.

O.C.R PROCESSING
Once your material has been digitised whether
from microfilm or the original hardcopy we can
render it fully word searchable using our up-to-the
minute OCR technology. Your content is indexed
and word searchable with each page captured to
the highest standard. The viewing software will
run on any PC through external hard drives or
CD-Rom/DVD. We can also develop and host purpose built websites to display your content.

Word Searched Highlighted

We use the world leading “Zylab” digital application to ensure best possible recognition
of all your text. ZyLAB gathers together the most sophisticated OCR engines so that
we can achieve the best possible OCR results. Currently ZyImage offers seven different
OCR engines, which work in tandem. These OCR engines support features such as
recognition of over 200 languages, voting algorithms, multiple direction recognition,
auto-orientation, full colour support and much more.
We offer a full range of packages and are very flexible in our approach to ensure
we can bring such projects, which were formally the preserve of larger institutions,
into the remit of the smaller libraries. This technology is in the use within the library of
Congress, The National Library of the Netherlands and many leading libraries and
institutions around the Globe.

some of our titles

MICROFILM ARCHIVE AND DUPLICATION
At NML we have the country’s largest microfilm
archive of newspapers. All these titles are available
on high quality positive microfilm or on word
searchable DVD/CD. We are responsible for
the archive management of many of the nation’s
leading national and regional titles and out-of-print
titles.

Tree Map

Microfilm Solution
We are the country’s most experienced microfilm archivist and for over forty years we
have microfilmed newspapers and documents for the country’s leading newspapers,
libraries and institutions. To date we have microfilmed over one hundred and fifty titles.
We offer the highest quality microfilm and guarantee the most competitive rate.

Hybrid Solution
At NML we have the country’s most advanced digitisation equipment available to
ensure we capture the best possible image from your microfilm archives. We also offer
full colour scanning of hardcopy material. These scanners have been designed with
advanced cradle systems to ensure there is no damage to older material during this
process. We offer excellent incentives for a dual microfilm and digitisation processes.

and many more

